Coed Ultimate Frisbee Division 2

Coach:

Alyona Koulanova
alyona.koulanova@utoronto.ca

Justina Yeung
Nathaniel Tan
Yan-Tung (Albee) Tse
Nicholas Hu
Eddie Tran
Zeno Fu
Jacky Zhuang
Vien Nam Hoang
Kaitlyn Hewer
Ian Gu
Simone Lue
Lau Yu Hin
Aiden Tranchell
Carmen Chiu
Yuchao Liang (Will)
Laurie Yeh
Nicole Young
Kamehameha Manalang

We wanted to thank everyone for coming out to the tryouts!

Practice

Wednesday September 18th
5:30pm-7:30pm
Valley Fields

First Game:

Sunday September 22nd  TBA